I. INTRODUCTION
The induction motor has in the past been the most deployed motor type on the industrial market but has in resent years been or will be penetrated by brush less PM motors. The reason for this has to be found in the increasing demand for operating systems as energy efficient as possible and the fact that PM motors have higher power density implying less material to transport. However, PM motors needs a measurement of the rotor position in order to control the motor in a robust way. PM motors cannot be operated in open loop due to the highly unstable behavior of the motor dynamics. The uaditional method to determine the rotor position is to use an encoder or resolver, but these components are expensive and w i l l add additional cost to the motor so it will not be competitive to the induction motor. In more than ten years there have been an extensive research in finding reliable position sensorles's methods tn estimate the rotor position from the applied voltages and the consumed currents. The most signilkant papers of the research up to 1996 can be found in the reference 131. There are basically two types of brusbless PM motors, namely the BLDC type and the PMSM type. In the BLDC type the rotor position is determined by BEMF sensing in 60 degrees hi-state intervals. However in this article focus will be on PMSM type of motor due to the fact that the results are mend for low noise emission applications like pumps for domestic use. In PMSM solutions the rotor position is nor- At staR up no BEMF is presented, which means that the position of the rotor is unknown and cannot be used for control. Normally the star-up procedure operates the motor in open loop voltage control up to a given minimum speed where BEMF is reliable, and after this point a jump to observer based field-oriented control takes place. This jump can be noise full and can give extreme speed transients and pull out can in w e r e situations occur. In this paper a new bumpless method w i l l be presented that operates from zero speed without changing the control shucture. Different methods for performing bumpless transfer bas been reported in literature and an extensive survey of different methods can be found in [5] . The idea in the method chosen is to force direct current into the machine in the faulty position the observer estimates; this will force the rotor position to the incorrect estimated position, and the difference between the real position and the estimated position will be reduced. In this situation the control strategy is the strongest, but as the motor speed increases the direct current is faded out, and will vanish when the aforementioned minimum speed has been reached. After the minimum speed has been reached the motor has become the strongest and the control system will now follow the motor.
PM MOTOR MODEL
The observer is based on the traditional PM motor model in a stator fixed reference frame, and a complex representation. Using complex space phasors for voltage and currents . . Using the error variable 4~ = 4~ -$JM we get is seen to be stable for c1 > 0 and 9 # 0. The constant cl can be used to design an robust Observer in the desired speed range for the application.It is a~so seen that the steady state errors in (P + j 0 ) ( 4 M -+ M U -e-j')) + cl& = ~i ( + . w ,~~f -+ M ) the rotating coordinate system is
If it is assumed that 181 << 1 and we are using the scaled vari- choice of CI is a balance between damping and bias, meaning that a low value will result in pure damping and low bias and visa versa.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The laboratoty setup shown in Fig. 4 method is able to produce estimates of position and speed with a precision gwd enough to replace a shaft sensor.
